AN UKtTc.ro T Ai-r'EAL -- An URGENT APPEAL —

AN URGEST APPEAL

According to latest information talks on East Timor are due to
be held in Australia

on November 15.

We ask you to welcome the FRETILIN representatives io these talks
when they arrive in Australia.
We also ask you to generously donate to the Campaiqn for Independent
East Timor to allow it to continue its work in support of the
East Timorese peopleV
In the year since it was founded, the Campaign for Independent East
Timor has sponsored the visits of Jose Ramos-Horta to Australia in
December 1974, July 1975 and October 1975. We have also arranged
his visit to New Zealand and Fiji in July-August 1975. We have .
born the full costs of these visits,through the generous donations
we have received froim individuals,trade unions and student bodies.
In addition, we paid the fares of two FRETILIN.representatives last
month to Mozambique,to contact African governments.

In addition, we have produced three booklets on East Timor,a broadsheet

(•20,000 copies) s thousands of leaflets,FRETILIN badnes and generally
as much publicity material as possible. CIET has acted as a centre for
spreading the truth of East Timor's struggle overseas: we send a,
weekly bulletin to over 40 overseas addresses. Me have been very ..
encouraged by th ; response.
;

In March this year we organised a trade union and student delegation
to East Timor . We hope to organise another such delegation in

the Christmas period.
In the future months.besides this essentially political support,we
want to organise volunteer specialists,more delegations,supply of
spare parts for machinery,telecommunications etc..

BUT WE-ARE ALREADY IN DEBT, That is why we are asking all supporters
of East Timor's right to independence to donate generously to
our appeal. Please also give to the TIMOR RELIEF APPEAL organised
by the different aid organisations.We believe their is no division
in providing humanitarian aid, as well as supporting CIET.which is
politically committed to:East Timorese independence.

DONATION FORM:

SEND TO: CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR,

first floor, 232 Castlereagh St, .Sydney, 2000

I ENCLOSE $_ ___

AS A DONATION TO THE CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT
EAST TIMOR

PLEASE KEEP ME INFORMED OF FUTURE CIET ACTIVITIES
NAME:
ADDRESS:
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to this appeal. You can send your donations to ACFOA Timor Appeal, PO Box
1562, Canberra City,ACT-2601.

We urge you to collect donations among your friends, your workmates,
and wherever you can. It is an urgent appeal that cannot be delayed.
At the same time, we ask you to also consider donating to the Campaign

for Independent East Timor. The CIET has been the only
has helped FRETILIN representatives present their views
peoole and the world. We have naid thousands of dollars
flights around Australia,to New Zealand and Fiji and to

organisation which
to the Australian
in airfares for
Mozambique. We

have also produced a constant stream of publicity.including postage
of material wetekly to 40 overseas addresses. We organised the trade union
and student delegation that visited East Timor last March.

We are organ

ising nurses .doctors,and others to go to work voluntarily in East Timor.

On November 6, a nurse and deisel mechanic,requested by FRETILIN were
the first. CIET organised volunteers to arrive in East Timor.

*

East Timor needs electronic engineers.doctors,nurses,agriculturalists,

vetinerary surneons, and other skilled workers. They also require
a volunteer pilot to fly the two-engine planes currently lying idle.

If you are willing to volunteer for such work or know someone who is

please let us know. Volunteers will receive no pay in East Timor,but will
receive full board and lodging in a comfortable hotel.We are also asking
volunteers to pay their fares to East Timor if they are able.

Volunteers will be told of the difficulties and dangers of such work,given
Indonesian threats. We hope the Australian government will place no
difficulties in their way.

Finally, and perhaps most important, we ask you to alert your organisation

to the dangers East Timor will face in the immediate period, In partic

ular we ask you to clarify for them the reasons FRETILIN may,in the coming £
agreement. FRETILIN ,we repeat, has continually sought a negotiated settlement

crisis, be forced to unilaterally declare independence.without Portugal's

with Portugal,with a transitional government and the return of the Portuguese
administration until independence. But they cannot wait forever.

Please ask your organisation to protest continuing Indonesian aggression,
demand the withdrawal of Indonesian troops from occupied villages, and

urge the Australian government to recognise FRETILIN as the de facto

government of East Timor.

The example set by the Waterside Workers Federation, the Seamen's Union, the
Firemen and Deckhands Union and others in boycottino Indonesian shipping and
cargo, show the way to stoo a mini-Vietnam occurring in East Timor.

Act now, for tomorrow may be toe late.
Yours fraternally,

Denis Freney, secretary,CIET (Sydney)
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EASTT
Indonesian gemer&ls have for months been preparing to invade East Timor.
The support of Australian workers and students has been vital in stopping
that invasion.

With Fraser's coup, East Timor is now In greater danger than ever before.

©Although the Liberal "caretaker* Foreign Minister Andrew Peacock has in

the p&st supported East,Timor's right to independence and opposed invasion,

the majority of the "caretaker" Cabinet support the invasion. Anthony,
Sinclair and Carrick have even said Australian troops should be sent
to crush the FRETILIN independence movement.

If Anthony,Eraser and Co. have their way, the Indonesians will be encouraged
to invade East Timor, plunging that small country into a Vietnam bloodbath.
As never before, we must in the midst of our own crisis and struggle
against the Fraser-Kerr coup, support the East Timorese people.
DON'T FORGET THE EAST TIMORESE PEOPLE '.

THE CAMPAIGN FOR INDEPENDENT EAST TIMOR asks all unions, students organis
ations and other bodies to send telegrams to Peacock,Eraser and ™**ug

demanding they support the right of the East Timorese people^ toJ***"*™*
and oppose &n Indonesian invasion.Keep up all action against the invasion.

Donate to the Timor Relief Appeal launched by eight major aid orgwisations.

Donate to the Campaign for independent East Timor to help us continue our work.

#^
On November 18,rallies and marches to support East Timor's right to

independence will be held in eight Asian countries.

protest TuesNov18,4.3ppm
Indonesian consulate,
printed and authorised By CIET, 232 Castlereagh St, ,Sydrieyt26-17tl)
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EAST TIMOR : INTERNATIONAL :BEIEFIK<J..',.-::.;v3J6v©m"b^i?::'23975 -

A weekl^'b^Ile&n pr^
Eastffimo^ ^

Fcf % .yj^ar ' s'/sul&cri^tiqn Js^^i<i ';^f2Ci.';ATJLgt i ^-airmaiied ;With...' '.
newspa^e^ciittirfes' e;.&;£h iiedk *.;;'„.',''.;'': .J'.'"... :'.i' ,.'.,.'...-'"' " '.," 'V :':. ."
;-,\C.'

MiilTARYj$^#ri^N,i,^ ;5;^::::;.":!^;!\/' ^!'-');^^'r,,•••-""-l- •-^- •^"^
FrWilM 'repbKt^dl^a-S' ;:la.st 'Thursday pearly morning' 'two. ;.Indones-ian ;.is^bma£:i:;ae''j^
"d'ay- .near'' the;Dili. a^rpqrt•*„' .,..'/.., FjSET]ffiro ;.^
Submarines'^ .'then. ,7"'['y':
disap'js^&r^.:, ^tl^ft^
off :•'.'."'~>Z
'Dili'"'harbour'.'' These were withdrawn lasi't: 'Saturday,, Other t'han
tM:S;'Jineident.IRiETILIN;repd&tad-;.-eai November..:-1!- that 'there' was ''•";

no^^i?ight^ng•^thr.ougho.ut^i±heV•whole &£- East'' TSimoa?i, '•••?•-•

•'"•

..':..:

FRETILIN Wtrdhgly dehfedbreports ;:in';;ithe"Indonesian press, 'ajid
spread by the official newsagency,ANTARA,,< that UDT forces were'
attacking. „thei second main,.city»Baucau^had,. als.o attacked Los ,

Paltls vXtf^;tB^
ancing'^oj^'T}^

'island),:. and were ::adv;,., •,."".' '„,.'.,'. '";+"•;,'/ '•;'.

There^had •been-ab'sqlutely;no "fighting1!in' Baxicau, Lb,s, .^^10^,orr .:
even-''6n -the7 b"brd;e'r!^The,' wet;- season 'has begun on "the- border .
region.
The three villages of Batugade,Balibo and, Maliana
none.,o:f cwhich.is, mare'"than,eight km. from, the border are.lun-

occupied byjeither: si,de>\ FRETILIN. f.orce;s occupy pbaitidns"':":.
in njouixtains,:above ;the, villages,,.'as- do. the.rlndQnes.iianSo "The;:.. ••
villages exist in an unpopulated^ areaf 'UDT'/forces.-drove" Lall ••.;.?.: ••

villagers over the Indonesian border with them_when they_;

_

fled, '^he villages ""are"in ..valleys ''an'd".'r^^em^nrd^ath traps £or r
?/hoever occupies them.

WE '-V/1LL 'KILL ALL AUSTRALIiiNS IN EAST TIIuOR ' ;RADIO KUPANG

Radio Kupang last week warned all Australians in East Timor

to get out or 'be shot when Indonesia seized the country. Radio
Kupang operates from Indonesian Timoro Any Australians in
East Timor after the warning would be "communists,r working for
FRETILIN. Earlier, UDT leader da Crua said over the same
radio that the five Australian newsmen killed in East Timor

village of Balibo last month were "communists" showing how
brave they were,but "paid the price'',
As a result of these threats,and the firing of shots by the
Indonesian submarines last week? four Australian nurses and ~
doctor in Dili as part of the Australian Society for Inter -r;R

Country Aid -TimoT (ASIAT) team left Dili hurriedly, Another
factor was the deviaion ,of the Australian Government last

w.eiek to ban all flights between Australia and East Timor,except
for Red Cross personnel*

An "Australian journalist,Roger East,who was going to Dili to
help establish a news agency,was prevented from flying to
Dili by Australian government official?, A nurse and deisel
mechanic going to East Timor as the first part of a team
organised by the Campaign for Independent East Timor, were
also prevented from flyings

A broad campaign to end the curtain or silence around East

Timor, aimed at stopping* aid getting through",is being organised.
SYDH3T WHARFIES BAN INDONESIAN SHIP

A third Indonesian ship (after one in Darwin and another in
Melbourne) has been banned and remains in port,after waterside
workers fiecided to ban the ship in protesl at Indonesian t

"criminal aggression"» Other waterside workers are waiting
for Indonesian ships to.arrive to join the ban. In fact,Indones
ian ships are now totally banned from Australian ports0
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AUSTRALIAN FOREIGN MINISTER:

"EXTTEMELY DISAPPOINTED" IF

INDONESIAN. AGGRESSION. TRUE . .::

.....

On'dc'tober JO,. Australian Foreign Minister Senator Willesee
made a statement on East Timor, after rising public concern
at"the government's failure to comment cm Indonesian "aggress
ion or their involvement in the death of'the five Australian

newsmen, Willesee spent most of his time attacking FRETILIN
as""' "immature", "small Western-educated' elite"'• ""FRETILIN" ,he
said,"may have prevailed over its rivals in the initial round
of fighting and skirmishing ,but it has established no right
thereby to speak for all Timorese...before the recent troubles

UDT was vying with*and possibly exceeding ,FRETILIN in
terms of popular support.AH this is hot to excuse Indonesia's
reported actions,but goes perhaps some way towards explaining

them". This is nonsense,as every Australian bbserver in Dili; saw.
The government had"urged, the Indonesian authorities to reaffirm
their own public commitment to the principle of self-determin
ation .-..we have told the Indonesians, that we remain opposed
to the use! of armed force..."

While essentially an apologia for Indonesian aggression, Will
esee 's statement does represent the first public criticism,
of that aggression. No response has yet been recorded from
Jakarta. On the other hand, the statement is a definite ref

usal to recognise FRETILIN as the de facto government of East

^

Timor.'

Sen.. -Willesee also

announced a further #150,000 aid

to the

International Red Cross for its work in "both East Timor and

among the refugges

In Indonesian Timor,to be divided 50/50.

this follows an earlier #100,000 grant.

BISHOP OF DILI : NO MORE RICE IN DILI

;

The-Bishop of Dili*sympathetic to APODETI,-reported that rice
supplies had run out in Dili,in a cable to Australian bishops.
The Australian Council for Overseas Aid (ACFOA) team that
returned last week from Dili said all food supplies in Dili
would run out at the end of this month,Fuel supplies, would
also end then,despite strict rationing. ACFOA agencies have

allocated $50,,000 for immediate food and medical supplies,to
go by barge from Darwin this week.But this will .mean only .

-^t

70 tons .of rice ,as against the 2,500 tons ,of food ACFOA
estimates Dili needs to avoid starvation* They have launched a

-*
^/

public appeal for $250,000

and are pressing the Australian

government to organise emergency humanitarian aid ;.wlthcut
response so far. ACFOA also called for immediate action to

end Indonesian aggression. ACFOA includes all 50 aid groups
In Australia,including the Council of Churches,Freedom from
Hunger, Austcare,Aust. Catholic Relief etc..

ACFOA's address: ACFOA Timor Task Force,P0 -Box 1562,Canberra
City, ACT -2601.Please ask aid organisations In your country to
contact ACFOA for details of the Timor Appeal.

FRETILIN:.'UNHAPPY"WITH PORTUGAL-INDONESIA TALKS
Portugal should have agreed to talks with FRETILIN, the de faeito
government of East Timor before beginning talks with Indonesia :
In Rome, FRETILIN ,with worsening food and fuel situations and.,
the need for overseas aid, finds Itself urgently in need of
a transitional government, recognised on a world basis to
seek .aid.; and gain worldwide recognition. Portugal has "washed
its hands "of East Timor, to: quote a Portuguese diplomat.

As" a supposedly progressive government,it has the obligation
to at least allow a peaceful and legal transition to Independ
ence and to back any claim by a future independent East Timor

to a place In the United Nations;. Time is running out for
such- a solution,given the serious .economic and military sit
uation. Portugal will bear prime responsibility if East
Timor is forced to declare Independence unilaterally and
seek support from wherever it' can gain it. We ask all our
friends in Portugal
and Europe
Africa
to urge Portugal to
Archives,
File 3A3and
: Digitised
by CHART
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begin
a transition
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A weekly bulletin published by the Campaign for Independent

East Timor, first floor, 232 Castlereagh St,,.Sydney,NSW2000,Australia (phone:26-1701) .Subscription airmail per
annum $20 Aust. or $10 aust. inside Australia or seamail
including'newspapers cuttings.

PORTUGUESE-INDONESIAN AGREEMENT A "SELL OUT"

The 12-point memorandum adopted by Portuguese Foreign
Minister Melo Antunes and Indonesian Foreign Minister
Adam Malik after their talks in Rome last week "will

certainly be regarded by Fretilin leaders as a Portuguese

sell-out",Michael Richardson wrote from Jakarta (Sydney
Morning Herald,Nov. 5), It gives Fretilin two choices,he
wrote: "participate in a political settlement that is

more' likely to

result in merger with Indonesia >than

independence",or fight against Indonesian backed forces.

Fretilin has on numerous occasions requested talks with
Portugal to prepare a way for transition to independence.
Instead Portugal has chosen to speak with Indonesia and
has opened the way to the diplomatic isolation of Fretilin
by attempting -2. to force it to reach agreement with the
puppet UDT and APODETI parties,now nothing more than Indon
esian ciphers.

It is inconceivable that Fretilin will agree to equal
representation with UDT and APODETI in a transitional

government.That would mean handing East Timor over to
Indonesia. It is inconceivable UDT and APODETI will

agree to majority Fretilin control.
UNLESS PORTUGAL RECOGNISES FRETILIN AS THE DE FACTO GOVER
NMENT OF EAST TIMOR AND AGREES TO MAJORITY FRETILIN

REPRESENTATION IN ANY TRANSITIONAL GOVERNMENT, .FRETILIN
AND THE EAST TIMORESE PEOPLE WILL CLEARLY' BE FORCED TO
DECLARE INDEPENDENCE WITHOUT PORTUGUESE APPROVAL.

This would be the signal for a full Indonesian invasion.

Fretilin has not yet stated its position on the proposed
talks. But it is clear that the talks will offei? no! solution.

It is inconceivable for example that Fretilin would allow
puppet Indonesian troops to enter Dili or other parts of
the island. Fretilin will obviously demand the right for
the army to remain as it is. It will not surrender

Indonesia what it has gained in two months

to

of hard fighting,

WE APPEAL TO ALL ANTI-COLONIAL FORCES THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD TO DEMAND THE PORTUGUESE GOVERNMENT RECOGNISE

FRETILIN AS THE DE FACTO GOVERNMENT OF EAST TIMOR AND
SUPPORT FRETILIN AS THE FORCE WHICH MUST HAVE MAJORITY
REPRESENTATION IN ANY GOVERNMENT.

Moreover, if Fretilin is forced to declare independence
unilaterally,Portugal must immediately recognise that
government and support its entrance into the United Nations.

THIS IS AN APPEAL OF UTMOST URGENCY. THE COMING WEEKS WILL
BE VITAL.

TIMOR BOOKLET PUBLISHED IN BRITAIN

~~

The Spokesman Books,linked with the Bertrand Russell Peace

Foundation,has published a 68 page booklet, "Timor—Freedom
caught between the, powers•" by Denis Freney, selling for
75p» The booklet,.based on a roneoed booklet produced by
the CIET in. Australia, covers the background to the UDT o--'<up
of August 10-11. Write with orders to Spokesman,Books,
Bertrand Russell House,Gamble St.,Nottingham NG? 4-ET,England.
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REPORTS OF FIGHTING IN DILI,BAUCAU UNTRUE
In a phone conversation with FRETILIN Secretary for Foreign
Affairs, Jose R'amos-Horta on November 5, the Campaign for
Independent East, Timor was told that reports of fighting
between UDT-APODE'Tl forces and FRETILIN on the outskirts
of Dili and in Baucau were completely untrue.
Jose Ramos- Horta had arrived a few hours before in Dili

after a week in Australia. He was delayed several days in
Darwin after a ban on flights imposed because of these reports.

"The city is completely peaceful",he said." Streets are
crowded with shoppers.Vendors from the villages are doing
a brisk trade".Th.e only difference was that everything was
much greener as the wet season had begun.Not a shot had been
fired in either Dili or Baucau.

An Indonesian force of around 30 soldiers had the, day before

attacked

the village of Lebos,-£wo miles from theVEast Timor

border. They had been driven back and left many casualties
and much equipment. One FRETILIN woman soldier was killed.

(The village is defended by a mixed male-female militia).
r

"Thousands of Timorese are receiving military training and
working the fields",Ramos-Horta said.
"FRETILIN forces recently recaptured a Catholic mission
station two miles from the village of Maliana and now
control part of the Maliana area.Only Balibo and Batugade
remain fully in Indonesian hands.Except for these few border
villages the whole country is in FRETILIN control.Even on

the border things have been very quiet?except for yesterday's
attack on Lebos."
INDONESIAN SUBMARINE OFF DILI RETURNS FRETILIN FIRE

In a cable to CIET,FRETILIN said that on October 28 an
Indonesian submarine appeared off Madohi Bay .,near Dili airport
It replied to fire by FRETILIN coastal defences."Indonesian
warships and submarines have been more and more frequent on

«ur coastline." Refugees escaping from camps on the Indonesian
side of the border said they were concentration camps,Timorese
young women were concentrated in Javanese soldiers fearracks
while all others had to do penal servitude.Indonesia had
disarmed all Indonesian Timorese troops.AUSTRALIAN JOURNALISTS ASSOCIATION DEMANDS TOP LEVEL

INQUIRY,. INTO DEATH OF FIVE AUSTRALIAN NEWSMEN .AT BALIBO
The Federal Council of the Australian Journalists Association

demanded the Australian Government initiate a top level
inquiry into the death of five Australian TV newsmen at
Balibo last 'month,i Indonesia has refused permission, for an
Australian Jakarta' .Embassy official to visit the border area,
let alone Balibo. Absolutely no cooperation has been given
in returning their bodies,or effects. The AJA accused the ^
government of downgrading the incident. In Melbourne,waterside
workers held up a second-Indonesian ship.In Canberra an
underground-group "Friends of Fretilin" painted p©o-Fretilin
slogans on the homes of six,.Indonesian diplomats.In Sydney

on November 5» CIET members occupied the Indonesian Consulate
for an hour.

FRETILIN LISBON REPRESENTATIVE VISITS BRITAIN',WEST .EUROPE
Abilio Araujo

late last month spoke to Labour Party MPs,

activists in Third World solidarity groups and others at
•the House- of- Commons . He is FRETILIN representative in London.
He is also.visiting other European capital?, on a speaking tour.
WE WILL SOON-SEND A REPORT-OF. FRETILIN. CENTRAL.COMMITTEE

.MEETING DUE NOVEMBER 6 WHICH WILL DECIDE ON POLIpY 'ON
'DECISIONS OF ROME CONFERENCE AND PROPOSED TALKS .BETWEEN
ALL PARTIES
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AusTEAiiM^iptiTxcii ^§isis;:DANGERs;:ppiiAST timqr\' ,;:'.. VV '
The Labpf'ifarty, government..was -.yesterday dismissed by; the":—;
Govefhof-General "(the representative of the.^ueen in Australia)
and a caretaker government

headed by former"Liberal Party

leader Eraser^appointed. .The new .caretaker.Foreign Affairs :

Ministe^ is indyew Peacock. Elections are due on December'!13.

The unprecedented,act by the: appointed"-Governor-General in
dismissing a democraticaliy elected .government, has resulted in

spontaneous and massive"strike action and.demonstrations supp
orting- the" Labor Goverhmehtv-ifl-er-; tens of thousands took to
the st3?eetsbyesterday 'in protest ;-and' thousands of workers went

ofi strifc^i-;-;%tie;deffl6natratioii^'^i£L. strikes spread today".

The new"caretaker government has'men who have taken a strongly
prQTrlndonesian,position .on East: .Timor., while: .the Deputy Prime
Minister Anthony even called for Australian troops to go to
East Timor-to-crush -FRETILINi Peaebck^ oh the-other' hand ;has

been much more moderate and.has strongly opposed Indonesian

invasion-* However he is^ in-a minority in- the new govefhnieilt,
so that 'if;-Indonesia chose: this moment to"invade; there-wbuid
be a real-danger'that the;^ gPv'ernment-wbUid approve^-

The CIET i'hasi'been- very critical,id-, thei'p-ast/ of the Labor gover
nment^ s~pPlicy" oh East Tii&ori^-HMeve^owe' are;fully -aware of

the 'totally/reactionary-nature of?the Liberal-Country-parties
whos e"vict ofy>.:in^ then-Decemberal£: elections would:'- be *an >open
invitation f or"Indonesian invasiohi" ".••••.• ••<.;

'

•- •'.':•• v-<.> :?•.; i/h,

Moreover,in the 'present ;cfisis., caused by:rthe:extreme rightwing
ruling 'Classi in this country^which;was unwilling to wait"f.of

gW

18 months to the next; election, there is ^growing danger of

a. police State being imposed in Auftfalia;If•• the reactionaries

look like losing the-elections,they1 may'well-declare a'StatS
of Emergency and' use the police and army••• to-<©rush the wofkefs'

growing revolt. This would in turn open the-Way to;ah;Indones
ian invasion of East Timor.

WE APPEAL TO ALL SUPPORTERS OF EAST TIMORESE INDEPENDENCE TO

REDOUBLE THEIR EFFORTS;-- -- ••''-

:/-,--./ '/,: :,..:./ -p^\//- V

EAST'TIMOR,NEWS A£ENCf/ (ETNA) SET 3;.:.FIRST FULL 'REPORT'! OF"•• 'MURDER,OF AUSTRALIAN' }^8^.;&.-B&IBQ+f\[.')PV'. ;.'./ ^Z.'-ry:.,Z.l
Roge#f:East;ja-freelance- Journalist from-Austfalia,-last -wbekr
arrived in East Timor to establish" and train =Timorese-ih:T:
n§w.s,,agency,operations.. .His first report included.detailed.,

statements from FRETILIN soldiers who saw five Australian' TV
newsmen fall under, Indonesian- bullets at. Balibo last, month.:

East after being refused permission to board three flights
to East .Timor finally boarded, a charter plane -on November^';
On the ,planp were lO-so..Jose Ramosr-Hortk. and", the first two .'
volunt eefs/organised:: by., CIET tb/:'afrive in'East:'Timor; a'; nurse

and...a,diese^..mechanic.,;;; ','•' //.\ •-/':// ,c. ''"/:;./;

." ./; ; ///. '

TIMOR RELIEF APPEAL'.RESPONSE.:. "ENGQURAGINGK. .•-. ::

Th| eiih^.Iid. org&ni^a^iPns,::.in AujStraiia";'thatJ last week launched

a,;f2^ 000: appeal' fpf :aX§. .tp East:, Timor ;and refugees, in Tndon-esianTTim.br./said .today/tiiat./ the.-.response was.., encouraging, althoug
no fi|ure;$,>ere .yp,trav>ii.abie,. The' app^l* received^ considerable
media/-pbver&ge../New|papef^.^vertisem^hliK/asking/fof donations

have;; appeared in .ail /feajbr newspaper$• bveflthe-. past/week*
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/

EAST TIMOR TALES ), DUE N0VEMBER15-#):
The Fretilin-Central Committee met last Sunday and decided

to go to the talks scheduled for November 15-20 somewhere

in Australia, "to talk to the Portuguese." The talks were
decided upon at the recent Rome meeting between: Portuguese
and Indonesian Foreign Ministers . Indonesian Foreign Minister
Malik flew to the East Timorese border last week to
discuss the proposed talks with UDT and APODETI leaders.
Malik flew back to Jakarta yesterday and went into a

meeting with top Indonesian leaders to discuss their
line for the talksa No results have yet emerged publicly
from these meetings.

Darwin or Canberra have been reported as the likely site
for the talks. However Australian officials said that;
it was not even certain the talks would take place in

Australia as UDT and APODETI; had not yet stated their \
agreement to come here for the talks.
While there.has been no. clear indication from Fretilin

on whether they will meet with UDT-APODETI, it is likely
that they-will refuse such a meeting before extensive ..:.
talks with the Portuguese government representatives.

BAN BN INDONESIAN SHIPS STAYS i WATERSIDE WORKERS

.,/:'/

**

Indonesian government officials last week stoppedeali
Indonesian flag ships-going to Australia "until Waterside
Workers Federation lifted their ban on Indonesian ships

and cargoes, A WWF official told the press that the ban
would stay on Indonesian ships indefinitely until that

country ended aggression against East Timor and until there
was a full explanation of the death of the five Australian
newsmen. "Anyhow, ••" he added, "we don't think much of the
military dictatorship ruling Indonesia today.'1
^Meanwhile, union support for East Timor continued to grow
-last week. The Victorian Trades Hall Council (all unions in
the State of Victoria) called for a ban on military aid :

to Indonesia and curtailment pf economic aid.The Queensland
Trades and LaboUr Council called for a complete ban on

-.
^J

trade with Xnd.ohesia and proposed a trade union delegation

_\

visit East Timor. •

FRETILIN LEADERS GUESTS OF MPLA IN ANGOLAN INDEPENDENCE
CELEBRATIONS

Fretilin leaders Mari Alcatiri and Cesar. Coreeira attended

the independence ceiebfations on November 11 and the
proclamation of the Peoples Republic of

An-co^t-by MPLA

leaders. They are continuing their visit, to African countries
explaining

East'Timor's struggle.

•-.:/.

"INDONESIAN,COVER UP ON TIMOR": AUSTRALIAN NEWS,REPORT •

"There is convincing ,if not

conclusive ,evidence in

Kupang. that Indonesia is playing an'active role in the
war in" Portuguese Timor", was the lead paragraph In. a :
front page, report from Australian journalist Bruce Wilson,
in the Melbourne Herald (November 4).'Wilson was the first"
Australian journalist to enter Indonesian Timor since
fighting began.He. was however not allowed to leave. Kupang,
the provincial capital on the far western tip of the island,
H.e saw. unmarked aircraft at Kupang airport and fresh graves

iii. rthe war .cBmetry. The refusal'to .allow, him to visit the
border area or to/discuss the. matter by local 'officials
convinced him/either the Indonesians Were; nPt doing well in
tiie fighting "or that Indonesia is playing a role in the
TIS Archives,
File 3A3 : Digitised by CHART
war it is trying
to conceals."
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AN URGENT APPEAL

'."''.

EAST TIMOR APPEALS FOR HELP TO "STOP INDONESIAN INVASION .

On November 25, nine Indonesian warships and an Indonesian plane
bombed shelled the East Timorese village of Atabae
from the border.

, 25 kmiSv
.

FRETILIN military commander Rogerio Lobato ordered all East
Timorese onto a state of alert and FRETILIN cabled 25 Heads
of State .to ask them to prevent Indonesian aggression.

A disturbing feature of the Indonesian attack on Atabae
was the- use for the first time in the current aggression of

amphibious landing craft. An estimated i+QO Indonesian troops

were landed on a nearby beach and over-ran two small Fretilin
positions,

Mj,

The battle of Atabae continues* Despite the heavy shelling,

w

Fretilin forces are holding their ground. Atabae is perched
on a hi11top,with sheer cliffs around it.

The..most disturbing factor in the attack on Atabae is that
it has the earmarks of a dress rehearsal for1 a much bigger
attack on the capital, Dili and other major coastal, towns.
With the wet season now covering most of the country^and due
to begin in the Dili coastal region in mid-December, any
attack by land from the border is highly improbable and
. could toe contained. Fretilin forces last week drove Indonesian
forces from Ma liana and on November 2k successfully ropulsed
an attack.

However, an amphibious attack on Dili,preceded as at Atabae
by naval and air bombing would be an operation,which while'
fraught with dangers for the Indonesians,could succeed.-

^

The complete failure of the talks on East Timor to occur in
the past weekjdes-oite the Blear desire of Fretilin to take

part in such talks, is due to the "strike by the government"
in Portugal, the sevsre -Dolitical crisis in Australia and the
unwillingness of the Indonesians and their APODETI and UDT

puppets to take part in any talks. The failure of the talks

to take place have been a severe* disappointment for Fretilin,

'

FRETILIN CANNOT WAIT FOREVER FOR PORTUGAL,AUSTRALIA AND INDONESTATO SHOW 7CLLINGNESS TO TALK. As Indonesia shows every,

sign of preparing a fallscale invasion, Fretilin needs all

international support and recognition possible. IT IS HW
WIDELY BELIEVED THAT A UNILATERAL DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
BY EAST TIMOR IS BJMINENT.
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Obeervers. in Australia are agreed that the current political
crisis, here has provided a major incentive for Indonesian
* invasion plans-. No doubt the worsening political crisis in
Portugal has also been a contributing factor.
Australian overseas aid representatives,who last week took
a barge with 90 tons of food,seed and other supplies to Dili
said that they had been informed by the Australian Government
that the Indonesian.Government had.told them.they could no

longer guarantee their safety'\in East Timor after the end" of
this month.

This was taken as a clear indication of Indonesian invasion
plans. This was followed by the Atabae attackjwhich was eye--

witnessed by two Australian, journalists currently in East Timor.
Widespread Australian: organisations, including Action for
World Development,the Australia Party, trade unions,the
Australian Union of Students immediately cabled the "caretaker"
Foreign Minister Andrew Peacock ,demanding he take a firm

stand against Indonesian aggression and end military aldto
Indonesia. Peacock has so far not replied.

Although Peacock when in Opposition made statements sympathetic
to Fretilin, he refused to meet Mr. <J Ramos-Horta,Fretilin
Secretary for Foreign Affairs. In Darwin last week Ian Sinclair, Deputy Leader of the National

Country Party (and number four man in the "caretaker" government)
told a noisy public meeting that Fretilin was "pro-communist".
Similar statements have been made in recent'months by "care
taker" Prime Minister Fraser and Deputy PM Anthony. Peacock
is unlikely to go against this prevailing view,which is strongly
for support to the Indonesians,

It is in such a situation that the East Timorese are faced with

a dilemma — to continue the present stalemate,allowing Indones
ia to choose the most suitable time to invade, or declare
independence unilaterally , seek to gain a recognised place in
the international community, including in the United Nations,

and widespread diplomatic recognition of their independence. East
Timor not only needs diplomatic aid, but also humanitarian aid
to overcome the food crisis ,following the disturbance of the

balance

of food supplies caused by the fighting.

We ask you to act speedily to organise support for the
East Timo'rese struggle,and demand immediate recognition of
East Timor when and if it declares independence unilaterally,
without prior Portuguese agreement;
x x x' x x x x x

Because of pressures- iMong members of the Campaign for Independent
East Timor in the current political .crisis in Australia*
this appeal will replace the; regular weekly, bulletin-this ..week.

LATE NEWS: The Australian Council of Trades Unions nationa1
executive today condemned Indonesian, aggression,demanded an end
to it, emd to embargoes for trade by E. imor and end to aid toUDT.
TIS Archives, File 3A3 : Digitised by CHART
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Australia --November 30

AUSTRALIA MUST RECOGNISE
THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF EAST TIMOR

The Campaign for Independent East Timor today strongly criticised
the refusal of the caretaker government to recognise the Democratic
-Republic of JEast Timor, proclaimed i« Dili last Friday.
Escalating^ Indonesian aggression and indifference by Australian
and Portuguese governments
endence^ the

had forced East Timor to declare indep

?CIET said.

Indonesian infantry ,after a marine landing,late last week captured

the towm of ;ATABAE after days of bombing by Indonesian warships and
planes. In the border: region, Indonesian tanks had^crossed the border and were now engaging Fretilin troops.

The marine •landingsat Atabste' may be a dress rehearsal for similar
landings at towns on the coast,including at the capital, Dili.
Fretilin had on numerous occasions indicated its willingness to
talk on the future of their country.Fretilin leaders Jose Ramos-Horta
and "Alarico .Fernandes were in Australia last weefc in the belief.,.;.'.;

talks were due to begin.Instead,they found nothing was proposed. ;

The pro-Indonesian parties,representing no one"in' East Timor, had
failed to "respond to the call for talks. Portugal showed no

interest

in their former colony. The Portuguese government''s refusal to

recognise the Democratic Republic of East Timor is in line with
continuing their disgraceful colonialistrole of the-: past 400
years. -;'

. .••••„;•':',

-

:. ; .;••'<;=;•;->..

Portugal has forfeited any right;to represent East Timor. It has
done nothing to

begin talks or to stop/Indonesian aggression*
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for the caretaker Foreign Minister Andrew Peacock to recognise

"fortHgai's iegal control of East Timor, is to recognise a dis
credited colonial presence,which no longer has any reality,as
Fretilin now controls the whole territory,with the exception of
a few border villages occupied by the Indonesians.

East Timor was facing serious food and fuel shortages.The Austral

ian government had done very little to help,while the excellent
efforts of non-government development agencies had only touched

the problem. East Timor now will have the opportunity of receiving
such aid from countries which recognise the new Democratic Republic.
The Democratic Republic of East Timor has support from at least
49 Afro-Asian countries. They will support its application for a
seat in the United Nations.

The CIET also strongly criticised the caretaker government's refusal

to condemn Indonesian attacks on Atabae*which Were eye witnessed

by two Australian journalists. Such a refusal only encourages
Indonesian invasion plans.

The CIET also called on the former Prime Minister

Mr. Whitlam

to come out strongly for recognition of the Democratic Republic
of East Timor.

Such a declaration would receive wide support in;

the Labor Party andvunion movement,and among the people,who showed

in a recent public opinion poll their strong support for East
Timor's right to independence..

The Campaign for independent East Timor has called a rally next
Wednesday (December 3) at 4.30pm, at MARTIN PLAZA to call for
recognition of the Democratic Republic of East Timor and against
Indonesian aggression,Trade union,student and ALP leaders will

spe

After the' demonstration, the protesters will march to the

Indonesian Consulate^GJBridge St._
DETAl£s7~Denis~Freney~--~ph
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